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Let K be a number field of class number one and let L be a tame cyclic 
extension of K of prime power degree. Put G = G(L/K) and pm = #G, where 
p is a prime number. Let K’ be a finite extension of K, containing the pm th 
roots of unity, which is disjoint from L over K and such that the 
. . . discrtmmants D,,, and D,,, are relatively prime. Put L’ = K’L and denote 
by A, A’, B, B’ the rings of integers in K, K’, L, L’, respectively. We will 
identify G with G(L’/K’) under the canonical isomorphism. The following 
result will be proved in this paper: 
THEOREM 1. Under the above assumptions, B’ has a normal integral 
basis over A’. 
In other words, as an A’ [Cl-module, B’ is free rank one. Of course B need 
not have a normal integral basis over A. The significance of Theorem 1 lies 
in the fact that it generalizes the following example: 
EXAMPLE 2. Take K = Q; K’ = Q([,), the nth cyclotomic extension of Q. 
Let q be a prime equivalent to one mod n and take L to be the subfield of 
Q($) of degree n over Q. It is well known that there is a normal integral 
basis {aa),,, for the extension L’ = K’L over K’, where a E L’. (In fact, 
L/K has a normal integral basis.) Then D,. s,R, = q” - ’ and also 
D,,,,, = l!JxEa Lec2~~)~alz~ where G is the group of characters of G 
with values in K’. For x E 6, put (six) = CnGG x((a) ua. Then (alx)” E K’ 
and the ideal ((alx))” is a product of primes of A’ lying over q. The relation 
induced on the ideal class group of A’ is the Stickelberger relation (see (3, 
p. 589-607 1). 
Thus Theorem 1 can be viewed as the first step in an attempt to generalize 
the classical Stickelberger Theorem to cyclotomic extensions of arbitrary 
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(totally real) number fields of class number one. This motivation will not be 
pursued further in this paper. 
The proof of Theorem 1 will utilize Frdhlich’s criterion for a tame 
Kummer extension to have a normal integral basis, as worked out in 121. In 
Section 1 we recall Frohlich’s criterion. Section 2 completes the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
1. FR~HLICH'S CRITERION 
The reference for this section is [2]. We shall assume L’/K’ is any 
Kummer extension with group G. A’ and B’ will denote the integers in K’ 
and L’, respectively. For fi a prime in A’ and M’ an A’-module, we denote 
by MA the completion Mj = A$ Ban M’ at it;. For N an abelian group we 
denote by NC,,) the localization of N at the multiplicative set of powers of the 
rational integer p. 
It is known that we can find a normal basis for the field extension L’/K’ 
and also local normal integral bases for B’ over A’ [2, p. 501. We fix b E B’ 
such that K’ [G] b = L’ and for each prime p of A’ we fix a choice p+ E Bj 
such that A;, [G] b,+ = B;I . 
For /I an element of L’ or some LA, and x E G, define the resolvent 
C/lx) = xoEG f(o) UP. Let # be a prime in A’. If f is a map f: G--t L$, 
define f* : G + L; by f*(x) = CoaG x(u) f(o). If g is a map g: G --) LA , let 
g*: G + L’ be the transform g*(o) = (l/#G) Cxec;. x(o) gh). The following 
relations are easily verified: 
(f*)* =f; (&?*I* = g (3) 
(ml)* (u) = 1 g*w’) &Y(~> (4) 
TCG 
foruEGand gO:e-+Lh, 
detKg*W’)L.,l= fl gtd. XEE (5) 
Let M,,(j) be the set of maps g: G--P Bj* such that Im g* c Bj . (Here 
Bi* denotes the units in the ring Bj .) 
LEMMA 6. M,,(j) is a group under pointwise multiplication. 
Proof. If g E M,(b), then for u E G, (4) implies (gg-‘)* (a) = 
cTEc g*(ur-')(g-')* (t) lies in Bj, and by (5) (g*(us-‘)),,. is an inver- 
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tible n x n matrix over B;( . Hence (g-l)* (r) lies in BJ for r E G. 
Equation (4) implies immediately that MO(b) is closed under multiplication. 
First we deal with the case when j is unramified in B’. 
LEMMA 7. If # is a maximal ideal of A’ unramified in B’ and g: e -+ Bh 
is given by gk) = (/3+ Ix)-‘, then g E M,(b). 
Proof: D”; /Ai = xXC~ (/?+ Ix)’ is a unit in Ah, so Im g c Bj*. If u E G, 
then 
Hence g- ’ E M,(P) and g E M,,(j) by Lemma 6. 
LEMMA 8. If j is a maximal ideal of A’ unramified in B’, and 
g: &L;c is given by gW = (blrN4 Ix>-‘, 
then Im( g*) 5 Bj . 
Proof: Let f: G + L; be defined by f(a) = ab and let g,: G -+ Lj be 
given by g,k) = (‘J?+ Ix)-‘. Then for o E G, (4) implies (J*gO)* (a) = 
CreC (ur-‘6) g,*(r), which 1 ies in BA by Lemma 7. On the other hand, 
f*tx> = (blx), so f*g, = g. 
Now we are ready to state Frtihlich’s criterion. Let JK, denote the ideles of 
K’, and UK, the unit ideles. If D is an abelian group let M(G, D) be the group 
of maps from G into D under pointwise multiplication. Define 
.fi,,K, EW%J,J by 
(f~,,,Jx))fi = (blxM+ Ix>-‘. (9) 
cr E G acts on both (bJX) and (J,+ 1~) by multiplication by x(u), so 
(b/x)(&lx)-’ EKj. If j is unramified in L’/K’, then Go, Ix) E Bj*, so 
(fLclK4,d)+ is in AA* for all but finitely many p. 
Let M,,(G, UK,) = {JE M(G, UK,) I for each finite prime b of A’, the p- 
component of f lies in M&k)/. By Lemma 6, this is a subgroup of 
A!@, UK,). 
THEOREM 10 (Friihlich, [2]). A necessary and sufficient condition for 
L’/K’ to have a normal integral basis is that L’/K’ be tame and fL’,Rf lie in 
M(G IT*> M&2, UK,). 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We return to the assumptions and notation of Section 0. As in Section 1, 
we shall fix for each prime /Z in A’ an element /$ E Bj such that 
Aj ]G] /$ = B;( . Our choice of b will come from the following Lemma: 
LEMMA 11. There exists b E B such that 
(i) Tr,,,b = 1. 
(ii) K( g] b = L. 
Proof. The existence of b E B with Tr b = 1 is equivalent to L/K being 
tame, 14, p. 162-1631. Since the discriminant of the basis {ob},,, is 
rI,EG (blx)2~ it suffices to show that (bJX) # 0 for each x E G. But 
@lx) - Tr b = Cocc E(a) - 1) ob, which is divisible by every prime of B’ 
lying over p, since #G = pm. 
LEMMA 12. If K, K’, L and L’ are as above (in particular, h(K) = 1 and 
CD B/A 3 Da,,* = 1) and b is chosen as in Lemma 11, then there exists an 
a E A such that 
6) (a, p>= 1; 
(ii) for every maximal ideal p in A’ and every x E e, 
Proof Put M= A[G] b. A is a PID so there exists a basis {bi}i=l,,..,~m of
B over A and elements {ai}i=,,...,,m in A such that {aibi}izlS..,,pm is a basis 
for it4 over A. 
A;,,[G] has a direct sum character decomposition 
4,JGl = 0 A;,, ( 
so ML, =A;,,[G] b has as A;,, - basis{(b(x)},.e. 
Let 4 be a l-l correspondence &{l,...,p”} r G. Since {aibi}i=,,...,,m is 
also a basis for M&r over A&,, there exists a matrix T& in GL&A18,) such 
that T,(aibi) = (b 14(i)) for i = l,..., pm. 
The assumption that DelA and D,,,, are relatively prime implies that 
B’ =B @A A’ and hence (bi}i,l..,,,,m is a basis for B&over AL,. Then 
( Tm(bi)}i=l,,,.,,m is also a basis for B’& over A;,,. We have 
ai T,(bJ = (b I tW>l (14) 
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and 
cJT,(W = 4(W) T&d (15) 
for i = l,..., pm and (T E G. 
Now let j be a maximal ideal of A’. 
Case I. fij’p. Then {7’,(bi)Ji and (& 1 #(i))}i are both Aj-bases for Bj . 
By (15) c E G acts on both T,(bi) and (‘,f$ (4(i)) by multiplication by 
d(i)(a), which implies 
T*(bi) for i = l,..., pm. 
Hence, by (14), 
(b I d(i)) 
aiCP# I 4(i)> 
E Aj* for i = l,..., pm. 
Case II. p/p. 
(16) 
Tr B;/Ab b - co, 1 #ti)) = c t1 - #ti)tO>) @5+ (17) 
UEG 
for i = l,...,p”. Bj is tame over A;, so TrBj = A;, [l], p. 21, and 
Tr,& E A;*. # divides 1 - #(i)(o) for each i and CJ, so Q$ / 4(i)) E Bj*, 
Similarly Tr b = 1 implies (b I#)) E Bj* for each i. Hence, 
tb I4(i)) for i = l,..., pm. 
Since A is a PID, we can find elements {&i}iz, ,,,,,pm in A such that 
(ii, P)= l 
and 
(ii) = the p-prime part of (a,), 
By (16), (18), (19) and (20) we have, 
for each i. 
tb I 4(i)) 
~icC, ) 4(i)) EA’* 
for = l,..., pm, 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
and for every maximal j in A’. 
But the cii’s are independent of the choice of 4, so we can take all the Zi’s 
to be equal in (21), which proves Lemma 12. 
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Proof of Theorem 1. For each maximal / of A’, let g+ : C? + A+* be given 
by 
where a is as in Lemma 12. Then ugk is the /-component of the map f, ,,h, 
in (9). Thus, Theorem 1 will follow from Theorem 10 if we can show that 
& E w&4 for every ;/;. (22) 
If # kp, then #G = p” is a unit in A$ and gfi E M,(b). 
If j/p, then h is unramified in L//K’. Since (a,~) = 1, (22) follows from 
Lemma 8. 
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